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Criminal Appeal – Extension of Time - Appeal against Convictions – Murder- Unsafe and 

unsatisfactory verdict – Material Irregularity – Retrial 

The appellant and his co-accused were arrested and charged with the murders of Tishka Braynen 

and Shane Gardiner after their decomposed remains were found each with a gunshot wound to the 

head on 21 December 2013. Before the Judge was to sum up the case to the jury, the jury requested 

that they be allowed to visit the locus in quo and the Judge acceded. Sometime while members of 

the jury were on a bus in Andros, an altercation occurred between the forewoman and an alternate 

juror. The judge made enquiries as to the altercation and proceeded with the jury as it was 

comprised. The appellant was convicted of murder, kidnapping, conspiracy to commit armed 

robbery and attempted armed robbery and were sentenced to imprisonment. He now appeals his 

convictions on the ground that during the trial “some specific illegality and or material 

irregularity occurred that substantially affected the merits of the case and in consequence 

adversely impacted the fairness of the trial; namely…the learned judge failed to make a full 

inquiry into the cause of the altercation that happened in Central Andros between two jurors 

on a bus while at the Locus in Quo” and that the “learned judge failed to make a full inquiry 

of the jury pool on whether, as a result of each juror witnessing the altercation, each juror 

was still able to render a true verdict in keeping with the oath”. 

Held: Appeal allowed; convictions are quashed and sentences set aside. The appellant is to be re-

tried as soon as practicable. 

The discussion between the Judge and Counsel was done in the Judge’s Chambers with no 

stenographer present nor with the Judge’s clerk taking notes. Thus, the accounts of what transpired 
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in Chambers come from affidavits of Ms. Donna Major, Counsel for James in the court below, and 

from Assistant Superintendent of Police Nathan Mackey, who was attached to the Office of the 

Attorney General. This is an entirely unsatisfactory state of affairs.   

A note ought to have been taken by the Judge’s clerk of what transpired in the Judge’s Chambers; 

and made a part of the record, if only by appending it to the court reporter’s transcripts or the court 

stenographer should have been present and recording the discussions. Further, I note that none of 

the appellants or their co-accuseds were present in the meeting with the Judge and Counsel. They 

ought to have been present. Given the number of persons who were to be in the meeting, the 

Judge’s Chambers may have proven inadequate for the purpose. Hence, consideration should have 

been given to holding the meeting in the court room in the absence of the jury and all others 

unconnected to the proceedings. 

Lord Carswell identified the different investigations that are to be carried out by a trial judge 

depending on the classification; and in respect of an internal matter, the whole jury should be 

questioned in open court. This procedure was not adopted by the Judge.  

I am constrained to conclude, therefore, that the investigation by the Judge into the altercation that 

occurred between the forewoman and the alternate juror constituted an irregularity in the course 

of the trial. Inasmuch as the depth of the dispute was not adequately plumbed by the Judge, I am 

left with a sense of unease about the verdicts in this case; and in the premises I would err on the 

side of caution to conclude that the irregularity was material. 

 In the circumstances of this case I would be constrained to find that this material irregularity is 

cause for pause; and leaves me with a definite sense of unease because there is no way of telling 

whether the altercation witnessed by the other jurors had any effect on them so as to cause them 

to deviate from the oath they had taken, that is, to render a true verdict in accordance with the 

evidence. Had the correct procedure been adopted, the declared ability of each juror to abide by 

his oath would have been clear for all to see; and there would be no room for doubt.  

Attorney General v Omar Chisholm SCCrApp No. 303 of 2014 applied 

Alexander Williams v. Regina SCCrAPP No. 155 of 2016 mentioned 

Errol Knowles v Regina SCCrApp. No. 79 of 2017 mentioned 

Garvin Adderley v Regina SCCrApp. No. 250 of 2017 mentioned 

Edwardo Ferguson aka Kofhe Goodman v R SCCrApp. & CAIS No. 306 of 2013 considered 

R v Orgles and another [1993] 4 All ER 533 considered 

R v Smith and another [2005] 2 All ER 29 mentioned 

Rashid Dean v Regina SCCrApp. No. 43 of 2014 distinguished 

R v Criminal Cases Review Commission, ex p Pearson [1999] 3 All ER 498 considered 

R v. Sean Cooper [1969] 1 Q.B. 267 applied 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

JUDGMENT 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Judgment delivered by the Honourable Mr. Justice Isaacs, JA: 

1. The intended appellant was convicted of, inter alia, two counts of murder on 29 March 2016; 

but was sentenced on 17 January 2017. He did not file an appeal until 26 November 2018. He 

is out of time and requires leave to appeal. He has applied for leave to appeal out of time.  

2. On 18 May 2020, having heard the submissions of Counsel we reserved our decision. We 

render it now. For the reasons articulated later in this judgment, we grant leave to the intended 

appellant to appeal out of time; and having heard the substantive arguments of the parties, we 

are satisfied that this appeal must be allowed.  

Extension of Time Application  

3. According to section 17 of the Court of Appeal Act a prospective appellant has twenty-one 

days from his date of sentencing to appeal his conviction and/or sentence. Section 17 states:  

 "17. (1) Where a person convicted desires to appeal to the court 

or to obtain the leave of the court to appeal under the provisions 

of this Part of this Act, he shall give notice of appeal or of his 

application for leave to appeal in such manner as may be 

prescribed by rules of court within twenty-one days of the 

conviction.    

 (2) The time within which notice of appeal or of application for 

leave to appeal may be given, may be extended at any time by 

the court.   

 (3) For the purposes of this section the date of conviction shall, 

where the Supreme Court has adjourned the trial of an 

information after conviction, be deemed to be the date on which 

such court has sentenced or otherwise dealt with the appellant."  

4. Extension of time applications are considered by the Court utilizing factors enumerated in 

authorities including by way of example, Attorney General v Omar Chisholm SCCrApp No. 

303 of 2014; such factors being: length of delay, reason for the delay, prospects of success and 

prejudice to the respondent. See also Alexander Williams v. Regina SCCrAPP No. 155 of 

2016, Errol Knowles v Regina SCCrApp. No. 79 of 2017 and Garvin Adderley v 

Regina SCCrApp. No. 250 of 2017.  

5. Inasmuch as we hold the view that the factor of prospects of success carries more weight in 

the "scales of convenience", we propose to focus on that factor more closely than the others. 

Still, we will set out our decision in brief on the three other factors.   
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Length of Delay, Reason for Delay and Prejudice 
6. Based on the date of sentence and the date of the filing of the leave to appeal out of time, some 

twenty-four months have passed. The explanation for the delay appears to be one often heard 

in these applications where persons are incarcerated, namely, the papers were filled out and 

passed to the Prison authorities for transmission to the Court. However, for some unknown 

reason the papers were not received in our Registry. Further, the intended appellant was relying 

on his Counsel to launch his appeal. In the circumstances, we are minded to treat the delay in 

this case as a neutral matter.  

7. On the issue of prejudice to the respondent, there is none perceivable by us hence this factor is 

determined to be a non-issue.  

Prospects of Success  

8. The intended appellant's prospects of success are gauged by the grounds he has filed; and they 

are reproduced from his amended grounds of appeal and set out below:  

“1. That in the course of the trial some specific illegality and or 

material irregularity occurred that substantially affected the 

merits of the case and in consequence adversely impacted the 

fairness of the trial; namely but not limited to the following:-  

a. The learned judge failed to make a full inquiry into the cause 

of the altercation that happened in Central Andros between two 

jurors on a bus while at the Locus in Quo;   

b. The learned judge failed to make a full inquiry of the jury 

pool on whether, as a result of each juror witnessing the 

altercation, each juror was still able to render a true verdict in 

keeping with the oath;   

2. The conviction is unsafe.”  

Background  

9. On 24 November 2013, Tishka Braynen (“Tishka”) was at her boyfriend, Immigration Officer, 

Shane Gardiner’s (“Shane”) home in Love Hill, Andros when they were both kidnapped and 

taken to Newbold Farm where they were both shot to death. Shane was buried in a shallow 

grave; and Tishka’s body was dumped in a hole about six feet deep. It was not until about a 

month later that what remained of their bodies were discovered by two men, Anthony 

McKenzie and Eddie Green, who were out in the bush hunting hogs. Their bodies were so 

decomposed that their identification had to be accomplished by DNA testing of samples taken 

from them and samples of blood provided by their relatives.  

10. Suspicion fell on the intended appellant and his co-accused: Daniel Coakley 

(“Daniel”), Zintworn Duncombe (“Duncombe”) and Cordero Saunders (“Saunders”) because 

Ms. Quetell Rahming (“Quetell”) reported to the Police she had seen the Immigration jeep 

usually driven by Shane, pass her early in the morning with Terell Mackey (“Terrell”) sitting 

in the back seat on the very day Tishka and Shane went missing. She also told of Saunders and 

Daniel driving in Tishka’s sister’s vehicle right behind the jeep. The intended appellant along 
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with others were arrested by the Police. He and his co-accused were charged with multiple 

offences and taken before a magistrate; and in due course, a Voluntary Bill of Indictment was 

filed as a means of fast tracking the case to the Supreme Court.  

11. At the trial, the Crown called two key witnesses, one of whom was Terrell, a co-conspirator in 

the matter, but who gave evidence for the Crown. He testified that while in Fresh Creek, 

Andros, Duncombe, the intended appellant and Shawn Hinsey had planned to rob Shane 

and Tishka. Terrell does not name Saunders as one of his co-conspirators. Quetell, however, 

does name Saunders.  

12. Terrell recounted in his evidence that on the morning of 24 November 2013, he was picked up 

by the men, including the intended appellant and realized that Shane and Tishka were in the 

jeep; and that the men were armed with handguns. He said that the intended appellant had a 

firearm in his lap. He recounted that they arrived at Newbold Farm, Fresh Creek. That they all 

exited the vehicle and it was at that time that Duncombe began asking Shane for money. Terrell 

said that Shane replied that he had no money. At that point, Duncombe shot Shane. He then 

led Tishka a short distance away and shot her.  

13. Quetell was the second key witness for the prosecution. She stated that on 23 November 2013, 

while preparing breakfast at her home she overheard a conversation between Saunders and the 

intended appellant that Paul Marshall said that Shane had won some money. She stated that 

shortly thereafter Saunders came into the house and told Daniel that he was going to call 

Duncombe and they left together. She recalled that half an hour later Saunders and Daniel 

returned with Duncombe.   

14. Quetell recounted that around 4:00am on 24 November 2013 whilst standing near the Fresh 

Creek Graveyard awaiting a ride to work, she recognized the jeep of the Bahamas Immigration 

Department which was regularly driven by Shane driving past her with Terrell in the rear 

passenger seat. As the vehicle passed her, she could hear the screams of a male and female.  

15. She testified that following closely behind was a white vehicle belonging to the sister 

of Tishka being driven by Saunders with Daniel as a passenger and another whom she could 

not see.  

16. Tanjenika Braynen (“Tanjenika”) recounted in her evidence that she loaned her sister, Tishka, 

her vehicle on 23 November 2013, so that she could go and see Shane and that 

when Tishka arrived by Shane at about 11:00 o’clock, she gave her a call to say she had 

arrived.  

17. On 24 November 2013, sometime around 9:00am or 10:00am, Tanjenika tried to 

contact Tishka but could not reach her. She continued to try to contact her but to no avail.  

18. She decided that she would go and look for Tishka before she went to work. She went to 

Shane’s house in Love Hill and met the house, as she described it, in a mess. However, there 

was no sign of her sister or Shane. As she had approached the house, she noticed that Shane’s 

vehicle was not there and that her vehicle was parked on the side of Shane’s house and not in 

the front, close to the stairway as it normally would be.  
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19. During the trial the Prosecution led evidence through the pathologist, Dr. Caryn Sands that 

Shane and Tishka had been shot to their heads and their cause of death was gunshot injuries to 

their heads.  

20. At the close of the Crown’s case a no case to answer submission was made on the appellants’ 

behalf which was rejected by the Judge. Mr. Cargill, then Counsel for Duncombe made a 

request of the Judge for the Judge to issue summonses for two witnesses. Mr. Cargill advised 

the Judge that the prospective witnesses' employers would not release them without a court 

summons; and that once the summonses issued the witnesses, who were to come from Andros, 

could be at the court in about one hour. The Judge declined to issue the summonses as she 

formed the view that Duncombe was engaging in a time-wasting exercise. Thus, she required 

Duncombe to proceed with his case without calling the two witnesses.  

21. The intended appellant’s case at trial was essentially that he knew nothing of the murders and 

both of the Crown’s witnesses, Quetell and Terrell were unreliable witnesses because they each 

had an interest to serve. In the case of Terrell, his interest was that he was involved in the 

offences charged but was being used as a Prosecution witness against his alleged fellow 

offenders. The suggestion was, it appears, that he was “singing for his supper”. In the case 

of Quetell, her interest was that she had been arrested by the Police on suspicion of being 

involved with the defendants and only gave a statement implicating them after she had been 

released. Again, the suggestion being that this was a quid pro quo.   

22. After the close of addresses by Counsel and before the Judge was to sum up the case to the 

jury, the jury requested that they be allowed to visit the locus in quo. The Judge acceded to the 

request and the arrangements were made. While members of the jury were on a bus which was 

apparently transporting them to various locations in Andros, an altercation occurred between 

the forewoman and an alternate juror. The altercation was variously described as a verbal 

altercation and as a fight. The latter description was given by the forewoman when she was 

questioned by the Judge in her Chambers during a meeting the Judge held with the forewoman 

and the alternate juror in the absence of Counsel and the intended appellant and his co-

accuseds. The Judge later advised Counsel that she would excuse the forewoman; but 

ultimately, did not do so; and the trial continued without protest from the intended appellant’s 

Counsel.   

23. The jury convicted the intended appellant on all of his charges. His co-accused were convicted 

on various counts they faced; and all were subsequently sentenced to terms of imprisonment.  

The Appeal  

24.  The two amended sub-grounds of ground 1 are two sides of the same coin; and in my view 

may be addressed together because at the heart of both lies the altercation between the two 

jurors and the Judge’s response to it. I have, therefore combined a) and b) under the heading 

below.  

Ground 1   

 Failure of the Judge to make a Full Inquiry into the Altercation Between the Jurors  

25. Mr. Rolle submitted that after the Judge was advised of the altercation between the forewoman 

and the alternate juror that occurred on a bus in the presence of the other jurors during the visit 
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to the locus in quo, the procedure adopted by the Judge to make inquiries relative to the ability 

of the entire jury being able to deliver a verdict according to their oaths was flawed to the 

extent that it – and I paraphrase here - infected the fairness of the trial and made the trial unfair 

and the convictions unsafe.  

26. Mr. Rolle relied on the case of Edwardo Ferguson aka Kofhe Goodman v R SCCrApp. & 

CAIS No. 306 of 2013.  At paragraph 15 in Goodman, Allen, P said at paragraphs 15 and 16:  

“15. During the course of the Summing Up, the trial judge was 

informed of a physical altercation between two members of the 

Jury which occurred during the lunch break. After a brief 

exchange with Counsel for both sides on their proposed course 

of action, the learned trial judge called the jury back into court 

and embarked on the following exchange:   

“THE COURT: Having regard to whatever may 

have taken place in the jury room, which 

necessitate the entry of the jury keepers into the 

jury room, is this jury in a position to continue to 

sit to hear this matter?   

THE FOREMAN: Yes sir.   

THE COURT: Thank you, Madam Foreman. 

Counsel, is there any basis for the Court to 

inquire, Mr. Gaskin, as to who the persons were 

involved in this incident?   

Mr. GASKIN:  For this side, that was something 

internal and it should remain internal.  

THE COURT: Mr. Farquharson ...  

Mr. FARQUHARSON: I don’t see how the Court 

could exercise its discretion in the absence of such 

information.   

THE COURT:- Madam Foreman, are you in a 

position to identify who the persons were who 

were involved in this matter?   

THE FOREMAN: Yes, my Lord.  

THE COURT:- Who are the jurors?   

THE FOREMAN: Myself   

THE COURT: And whom?   

THE FOREMAN: Number 45.   

THE COURT: Physical Contact took place?   

THE FOREMAN: Yes, my Lord.  

THE COURT: Thank you. Madam Foreman, 

ladies and gentleman of the jury, I ask that you 

step into the jury room for a few minutes.  

16. After hearing further submissions from Counsel relative to 

whether further inquiries should be made of the jury the learned 

judge held as follows:-  
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THE COURT: I have considered this matter and 

the Supreme Court is not minded to inquire 

beyond the inquiry made with respect of the 

identity of the participants. I also note that the 

jury have noted, through the Foreman their 

willingness to proceed. I am minded to continue 

also having regard to the time and the questions, 

that I ought to give the jury sufficient time to cool 

down, if that is an appropriate phrase. In the 

circumstances, and having regard to the time that 

we have lost now this afternoon, I am minded to 

continue in the morning with the summing up.”  

27. In assessing whether or not the trial judge adopted the correct course of action, Allen, P referred 

to two cases that were, in her view, helpful to her deliberations. The first case was R 

v Orgles and another [1993] 4 All ER 533 and the second was R v Smith and another [2005] 

2 All ER 29.   

28. At paragraphs 20, et sec the President said:  

“20. In Orgles, two jurors complained individually to court staff 

about friction amongst the jury as a whole. In open court the 

recorder asked each complaining juror separately, in the 

absence of the remaining members of the jury but in the 

presence of the defendant and counsel, whether he felt able to 

fulfil the oath or affirmation to reach a true verdict according 

to the evidence. Both jurors indicated that they could do so. No 

counsel sought to have either juror discharged. The recorder 

then addressed the whole jury and, following a brief retirement 

to consider whether they were able to continue, the foreman 

confirmed that they were able to continue. On appeal it was 

argued that the procedure adopted by the recorder was 

incorrect.  

21. The panel opined as follows:  

“Before this court, it was submitted that the 

procedure adopted by the recorder was wrong so as 

to amount to an irregularity. We agree. By way of 

preface, we have sympathy for him: the problem was 

unexpected; it was unusual (it is not encompassed 

within the joint experience of the members of this 

court); there was no precedent to guide him; and 

counsel could not provide an agreed submission. 

That said, in the judgment of this court an 

appropriate approach to the problem is as follows. 
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(a) Each member of a properly constituted jury has 

taken an individual oath to reach a true verdict 

according to the evidence; or has made an 

affirmation to the like effect. 

 (b) Circumstances may subsequently arise that raise 

an inference that one or more members of a jury may 

not be able to fulfil that oath or affirmation.  

(c) Normally such circumstances are external to the 

jury as a body. A juror becomes ill; a juror 

recognises a key witness as an acquaintance [etc]…  

(d) Occasionally, as in the instant case, the 

circumstances giving rise to the jury problem are 

internal to such a body. Whereas the duty common 

to all its members normally binds the12 strangers to 

act as a body, such cannot always occur. From time 

to time there may be one or more jury members who 

cannot fulfil the duty, whether through individual 

characteristics or through interaction with fellow 

jury members.  

(e) However the circumstances arise, it is the duty of 

the trial judge to inquire into and deal with the 

situation so as to ensure that there is a fair trial, to 

that end exercising at his discretion his common law 

power to discharge individual jurors (to a limit of 

three: see section16 of theJuries Act 1974),or a whole 

jury: see R. v. Hambery [1977]Q.B.924.  

(f) The question arises as to whether and in what 

circumstances that duty should be exercised by the 

trial judge in the absence of the jury as a body. As to 

this, first, there is no doubt but that the judge's 

discretion enables him to take the course best suited 

to the circumstances (see Reg. v. Richardson [1979] 1 

W.L.R.1316 for an extreme course) and frequently it 

is appropriate to commence and continue the inquiry 

with the juror concerned separated from the body of 

the jury. Such a course cannot readily be faulted if 

the circumstance giving rise to the inquiry is external 

to the jury as a body; indeed if the problem is an 

approach to a juror, alternatively some external 

influencing of a juror, only such a course is feasible. 

The infection, actual or potential, of one juror must 

be prevented if possible from spreading to the rest of 

the jury, and it is common form to have the 

individual juror brought into open court with the rest 
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of the jury absent so that the trial judge may make 

an inquiry in the presence of the defendant and 

counsel without jeopardising the continued 

participation of the rest of the jury.  

(g) However, in our judgment, such separation of a 

juror for the purposes of an inquiry cannot be 

justified if the circumstances are internal to the jury. 

It may be that just one member of the jury is 

complaining about all or some of the rest, or, as here, 

two members, but the problem is not the capacity of 

one or more individuals to fulfil the oath or 

affirmation, but the capacity of the jury as a whole. 

When this type of problem arises, then the whole jury 

should be questioned in open court through their 

foreman to ascertain whether, as a body, it 

anticipates bringing in a true verdict according to the 

evidence. It will be a matter for the judge's exercise 

of discretion as to how he reacts to the response, that 

is whether he makes no order, whether he discharges 

the whole jury, or whether he discharges individual 

jurors up to three in number.  

(h) That which the recorder eventually did, we 

cannot fault; what we regard as irregular was the 

initial separation and questioning of the individual 

members which, given the nature of the irrespective 

complaints, should not have happened. The point can 

be tested. Let it be supposed that one or both had 

individually intimated an inability to return a 

verdict, having regard to friction within the jury, 

what should follow? It could not be right to discharge 

one or both and leave the rest of the jury to continue, 

arguably the wrong person or persons would then be 

discharged, namely those who did heed the nature of 

the duty. In our view the inquiry could only be with 

the jury as a whole.”  

22. In Smith, the learned trial judge received a letter from one of 

the jurors. That letter stated that a certain group of jurors had been 

badgering, coercing and intimidating other jurors into changing 

their verdicts. The allegations in the letter amounted to charges that 

some jurors were disregarding the judge’s directions on the law, 

were indulging in speculation contrary to his instructions and were 

engaging in horse-trading over verdicts on the several counts 

charged. The judge invited the submissions of counsel.  
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23. Counsel for the Crown suggested that the judge should give the 

jury a powerful direction to act on his instructions on the law and 

remind them of their duty to follow their own beliefs in the light of 

the oath they had taken. The judge indicated that that was the view 

he had provisionally formed. Counsel for the first defendant, 

having consulted his client, agreed to that course for tactical 

reasons, as it appeared from the juror's letter that it was likely that 

the jury might convict on the first two counts, and either acquit or 

disagree on the more serious third and fourth counts. Counsel for 

the second defendant also agreed.  

24. The judge gave the jury a further direction in which he included 

an exhortation to the jurors not to be bullied or cajoled into a 

verdict with which they did not agree, referred to the burden of 

proof, and adjourned them to decide the case on the evidence 

without speculating. He did not refer to the need to reach verdicts 

on their own conscientious judgment without bargaining over them 

or remind the jury that they had to follow his directions on matters 

of law. The next day the jury returned majority verdicts of guilty 

against both defendants on each count. The defendants appealed, 

and the Court of Appeal dismissed their appeals. The issue before 

the House of Lords was the nature of the inquiry which could 

properly be made in the court's carrying out of necessary 

investigations of matters such as bias or irregularity in a jury's 

consideration of a case, and the extent to which, if at all, it was 

permissible to question jurors about matters which took place 

during their deliberations.  

25. Their Lordships concluded that while…the common law 

prohibition against inquiring into events in the jury room still 

certainly extended to matters connected with the subject matter of 

the jury’s deliberations…there might be some matters to which a 

judge could and should inquire into by questioning jurors 

[however] it was not necessary or desirable to draw up a precise 

definition of the situations in which that would be legitimate...” 

[Emphasis added] 

29. The President goes on to quote Lord Carswell at paragraph 16 and the propositions adumbrated 

by him. Lord Carswell’s proposition 5 is relevant to the present appeal:  

“(5) When complaints have been made during the course of 

trials of improper behaviour or bias on the part of jurors, judges 

have on occasion given further instructions to the jury and/or 

asked them if they feel able to continue with the case and give 

verdicts in the proper manner. This course should only be taken 

with the whole jury present and it is an irregularity to question 

individual jurors in the absence of the others about their ability 
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to bring in a true verdict according to the evidence: see R 

v Orgles [1993] 4 All ER 533, [1994]1 WLR 108.”   

Allen, P concluded that the trial judge should have conducted a more thorough inquiry.  

30. The altercation between the forewoman and the alternate juror was a matter internal to the jury, 

as was recognised by the Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr. Garvin Gaskin, in 

the Goodman case. Thus, it was incumbent that the Judge follow the procedure outlined at (g) 

in Orgles (at page 538) referred to above by Allen, P, to wit, the jury should be “questioned 

in open court through their foreman to ascertain whether, as a body, it anticipates 

bringing in a true verdict according to the evidence.”  

31. Mr. Sweeting, Counsel for the respondent, submitted that the Judge exercised her discretion 

properly when she carried out an investigation by speaking to the two jurors involved and 

ultimately concluding that the trial could proceed with their continued participation. It seems 

Mr. Sweeting conflated the propriety of the investigative process employed by the Judge with 

the exercise of her discretion to leave the jurors on the jury panel. There is a two-step process 

involved. First, there must be an investigation, properly conducted; and second, the Judge will 

arrive at a decision based on the results of the investigation.  

32. I pause to note that the discussion between the Judge and Counsel was done in the Judge’s 

Chambers with no stenographer present nor with the Judge’s clerk taking notes. Thus, the 

accounts of what transpired in Chambers come from affidavits of Ms. Donna Major, Counsel 

for James in the court below, and from Assistant Superintendent of Police Nathan Mackey, 

who was attached to the Office of the Attorney General. This is an entirely unsatisfactory state 

of affairs.   

33. A note ought to have been taken by the Judge’s clerk of what transpired in the Judge’s 

Chambers; and made a part of the record, if only by appending it to the court reporter’s 

transcripts or the court stenographer should have been present and recording the discussions. 

Further, I note that none of the appellants or their co-accuseds were present in the meeting with 

the Judge and Counsel. They ought to have been present. Given the number of persons who 

were to be in the meeting, the Judge’s Chambers may have proven inadequate for the purpose. 

Hence, consideration should have been given to holding the meeting in the court room in the 

absence of the jury and all others unconnected to the proceedings.  

34. Mr. Sweeting submitted that none of the Defence Counsel objected on the record to the trial 

continuing with the two jurors remaining. This may be so but Mr. Cargill had suggested in 

Chambers that the jury be discharged; a suggestion rejected by the Judge. Mr. Sweeting relied 

on my judgment in Rashid Dean v Regina SCCrApp. No. 43 of 2014. Moreover, the duty to 

ensure that the defendant receives a fair trial rests on the trial judge.  

35. In Dean the appellant had been convicted of the murder of his ex-girlfriend. During the trial a 

report appeared in electronic and print media that the Judge had ruled that the appellant had a 

case to answer and the caption read “no acquittal for murder accused.” We took the view that 

the publicity of one publication was insufficient to prejudice the case against the appellant and 

the trial judge had adequately addressed the matter in her directions to the jury.  
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36. There is a substantial difference between the irregularity in Dean and the irregularity in this 

appeal, namely, in Dean the problem was external to the jury but in the present appeal, the 

problem is internal to the jury. Lord Carswell identified the different investigations that are to 

be carried out by a trial judge depending on the classification; and in respect of an internal 

matter, the whole jury should be questioned in open court. This procedure was not adopted by 

the Judge.  

37. I am constrained to conclude, therefore, that the investigation by the Judge into the altercation 

that occurred between the forewoman and the alternate juror constituted an irregularity in the 

course of the trial. The next question that must be answered is, was the irregularity material?  

38. I note in passing that it is possible that by holding a meeting with Counsel in the absence of 

their clients the Judge may have fallen afoul of Article 20(2)(g) of the Constitution. According 

to that Article, a defendant has to be present during his trial unless he has consented to it 

carrying on in his absence or conducted himself in so disruptive a manner as to warrant his 

exclusion therefrom:  

“(g) shall, when charged on information in the Supreme Court, 

have the right to trial by jury; and except with his own consent 

the trial shall not take place in his absence unless he so conduct 

himself in the court as to render the continuance of the 

proceedings in his presence impracticable and the court has 

ordered him to be removed and the trial to proceed in his 

absence.”  

39. In Goodman, Allen, P did not indicate what should be the result of her conclusion that the trial 

judge should have carried out a more thorough investigation. However, the court in Orgles at 

page 539 stated:  

“Given that there was this further irregularity, was it material 

so as to provide a further justification for quashing the 

conviction? We observe that after this trial proceeded there was 

no reason to think that this jury did not as a body seek to fulfil 

its duty. There were no further complaints and the range of 

verdicts are consistent with being true according to the 

evidence.  

We do not think that this further irregularity was in the event 

material.”  

40. Although the court in Orgles felt sufficiently secure to determine that the irregularity was not 

material, they used the lack of further complaints and the consistent range of verdicts as the 

basis for their comfort. I hold the view that I cannot be as sanguine under the present 

circumstances. First, the timing of the dispute is different. In this case, the altercation occurred 

just before the summing up by the Judge. Second, the complaint in this case seems to have 

been sufficiently troubling that the Judge is said to have told Counsel that she would disqualify 

the forewoman from further participation not only in that case (affidavit of Donna Major filed 

on 12 November 2018), but also from sitting in any other court in the jurisdiction (affidavit of 

ASP Nathan Mackey filed on 15 November 2018, at paragraph 34).   
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41. Notwithstanding her initial indication, and without any explanation for her volte face, the Judge 

allowed the trial to continue with the forewoman in place. We have been placed in the 

unenviable position of having to determine whether the irregularity which occurred in this case 

was “material” without the benefit of knowing the nature of the dispute between the jurors. 

Further, there is no indication as to whether the dispute involved any of the other jurors “taking 

sides” with a fellow juror. Inasmuch as the depth of the dispute was not adequately plumbed 

by the Judge, I am left with a sense of unease about the verdicts in this case; and in the premises 

I would err on the side of caution to conclude that the irregularity was material. Does this 

material irregularity render the verdicts unsafe and the trial unfair?   

Ground 2 – Was the conviction unsafe  

42. In the circumstances of this case I would be constrained to find that this material irregularity 

is cause for pause; and leaves me with a definite sense of unease because there is no way of 

telling whether the altercation witnessed by the other jurors had any effect on them so as to 

cause them to deviate from the oath they had taken, that is, to render a true verdict in 

accordance with the evidence. Had the correct procedure been adopted, the declared ability of 

each juror to abide by his oath would have been clear for all to see; and there would be no 

room for doubt.   

43. I am satisfied that the application for an extension of time within which to appeal should be 

granted. Leave is granted; and, having considered the substantive appeal, I am satisfied that 

the appeal must be allowed as it falls within the meaning of unsafe as described by Lord 

Bingham of Cornhill, CJ in R v Criminal Cases Review Commission, ex p Pearson [1999] 

3 All ER 498. He stated at page 503 as follows:  

“The expression 'unsafe' in s 2(1)(a) of the 1968 Act does not 

lend itself to precise definition. In some cases unsafety will be 

obvious, as (for example) where it appears that someone other 

than the appellant committed the crime and the appellant did 

not, or where the appellant has been convicted of an act that was 

not in law a crime, or where a conviction is shown to be vitiated 

by serious unfairness in the conduct of the trial or significant 

legal misdirection, or where the jury verdict, in the context of 

other verdicts, defies any rational explanation. Cases however 

arise in which unsafety is much less obvious: cases in which the 

court, although by no means persuaded of an appellant's 

innocence, is subject to some lurking doubt or uneasiness 

whether an injustice has been done (see R v Cooper [1969] 1 All 

ER 32 at 34, [1969] 1 QB 267 at 271.). If, on consideration of all 

the facts and circumstances of the case before it, the court 

entertains real doubts whether the appellant was guilty of the 

offence of which he has been convicted, the court will consider 

the conviction unsafe. In these less obvious cases the ultimate 

decision of the Court of Appeal will very much depend on its 

assessment of all the facts and circumstances.” 

44. Additionally, in R v. Sean Cooper [1969] 1 Q.B. 267 Widgery LJ stated at page 271:  
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“However, now our powers are somewhat different, and we are 

indeed charged to allow an appeal against conviction if we think 

that the verdict of the jury should be set aside on the ground 

that under all the circumstances of the case it is unsafe or 

unsatisfactory. That means that in cases of this kind the court 

must in the end ask itself a subjective question, whether we are 

content to let the matter stand as it is, or whether there is not 

some lurking doubt in our minds which makes us wonder 

whether an injustice has been done. This is a reaction which may 

not be based strictly on the evidence as such; it is a reaction 

which can be produced by the general feel of the case as the 

court experiences it.”  

Disposition  

45. In the premises, the appellant’s convictions are quashed and his sentences are set aside.   

46. During the hearing before us, we enquired of Counsel that if we were to decide that the appeal 

succeeded on ground 1 what order should follow. Both responded that a re-trial would be the 

appropriate order. I agree. The error identified in ground 1 was made by the Judge. The 

evidence led at the trial could suffice to cause a properly constituted jury properly directed to 

find the Prosecution’s evidence compelling. Thus, the appellant is to be re-tried as soon as 

practicable.  

 

 

__________________________________________                                                

 The Honourable Mr. Justice Isaacs, JA 

 

47. I agree. 

__________________________________________                                                

The Honourable Sir Michael Barnett, P  

 

 

48. I also agree. 

__________________________________________                                                

 The Honourable Mr. Justice Evans, JA  
 

 


